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The astronauts worked approximately 22 hx on the lunar surface,

traversed about 30 kin, collected nearly 120 kg of samples, took more

than 2200 photographs, and recorded many direct geologic observa-
tions (all lunar records!). The lunar surface data, sample results, and

geologic interpretation from orbital photographs are the bases for the

following geologic synthesis.

Postmission Interpretation: The Taarus-Littrow massifs are

intertneted as the upper part of the thick, faulted ejecta deposited on

the rim of the transient cavity of the large southern Serenitatis Basin,

which was formed about 3.9 to 4.0 b.y. ago by the impact of a

planetesimal. The target rocks, predominantly of the dtmite-anortho-
site-norite-troctolte suite or its metamorphosed equivalents, were

fractured, sheared, crushed, and/or melted by the impact. The resuit-

ing mixture of crushed rock and melt was transported up and out of

the transient cavity and deposited on and beyond its rim. Hot

fragmental to partially molten ejecta and relatively cool cataclasite
and relict target rocks were intermixed in a melange of lenses, pods,

and veins. Crystallization of melts and thermal metamorphism of

fine-grained fragmental debris produced breccia composed of rock

and mineral fragments in a f'me-grained, coherent, crystallinematrix.

Such breccia dominates the massif samples.

High-angie faults that bound the massifs were activated during the

formation of the basin, so that structural relief of several kilometers

_as imposed on the ejecta almost as soon as it was deposited. Massive

slumping that produced thick wedges of colluvium on the lower

massif slopes probably occm'w.d nearly contemporaneously with the

faulting. Material of the Sculptured Hills,probably largely cataclasite
excavated from the southern Serenitatis Basin by the same impact,

was then deposited on and around the massifs.

Basalt, estimated to be about 1400 m thick at the landing site,

flooded the Taurus-Littrow graben before approximately 3.7 b.y. ago.

The basalt (subfloor basalt) is part of a more extensive unit that was

broadly warped and cut by extensional faults before the accumulation

in Mare Serenitatis of younger, less deformed basalts that overlap it.

A thin volcanic ash unit (dark mantle), probably about 3.5 b.y. old,

mantled the subfloor basalt and the nearby highlands. It, too, was

subsequently overlapped by the younger basalt of Mare Serenitatis.

In the time since the deposition of the volcanic ash, continued

bombardment by primary and secondary projectiles has produced

regolith, which is a mechanical mixture of debris derived mainly fi'om
the subfloor basalt, the volcanic ash, and the rocks of the nearby

massif and Sculptured Hills. The regolith and the underlying volcanic

ash form an unconsolidated surficial deposit with an average thick-

ness of about 14 m, sufficiently thick to permit abnormally rapid

degradation of the smaller craters, especially those less than 200m in

diameter, so as to create a surface that appears less cratered than the

other mare surfaces. Admixed volcanic ash gives the surface a

distinctive dark color, which, in combination with the less cratered

appearance, led to its interpretation before the mission as a young dark

mantling unit.

The uppermost part of the regolith over much of the landing area

is basalt-rich ejecta from the clustered craters of the valley floor. Most

of the valley floor craters are interpreted as part of a secondary cluster

formed by projectiles of ejecta from Tycho, 2200 km to the southwest.

When they struck the face of the South Massif, the projectiles

mobilized free-grained regolith material that was deposited on the

valley floor as the light mantle. Exposure ages suggest that the swarm

ofsecoudaryprojectiles struck theTaurus-Littrow areaabout 100 m.y.

ago.
The Lee-Lincoln fault scarp is part of an extensive system of

wrinkle ridges and scarps that transect both mare and highland rocks.

The scarp cuts Lara Crater, but the major part of the displacement

occurred before the deposition of the light mantle. Small extensional

faults cut the surface of the lightmantle west of the Lee-Lincoin scarp.

References: [1] Wolfe E. W. et al. (1981) US. Geol. Surv. Prof.

1080, 280 vv.
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As we are all aware, the Apollo 17 mission marked the final

manned lunar landing of the Apollo program. The lunar module (LM)
landed approximately 0.7 kan due east of Camelot Crater in the

Tam'us-Littrow region on the southwestern edge of Mare Serenitatis

[1]. Three exlravehicuiar activities (EVAs) were performed, the first

concentrating around the LM and including station I approximately
1.1 km south-southeast of the LM at the northwestern edge of Steno

Crater [I]. The second traversed approximately 8 km west of the LM
to include stations 2, 3, 4, and 5, and the third EVA traversed

approximately 4.5 km to the northwest of the LM to include stations

6, 7, 8, and 9. This final manned mission returned the largest quantity

oflunarrock samples, 110.5 kg]243.7 lb, and included soils, breccias,

highland samples, and mare basalts. This abstract concentrates upon

the Apello 17 mare basalt samples.

One hundred and fifty-six basaltid samples were returned weigh-

hag 32.19 kg, or approximately one-third the total weight of Apollo

17 samples. The majority of Apollo 17 mare basalts were found at

station 1A (75 samples), 22 from station 0,19 from station 8,11 from
station 5, 10 from station6, and9,4, 3,2, and 1 fimen stations 4,9, 7,

2, and 3 respectively. Note that these statistics include rake samples,
but do not include basaltic dasts from breccia samples (e.g., [2]).

Practically all these samples have been studied to various degrees,

whether it be just a thin-section cut, to rare-gas, magnetic, isotope,

and whole-rock analyses.

Petrographic Studies: The Apollo 17 mare basalts were di-

vided into a three-fold classification on the basis of pea'ography. The

petrographic divisions were derived independently by three different

studies [3-5] and the differences between the groups defined by each

petrographic study are identical. The petrographic groups are

1. Type 1A: Olivine porphyritic ilmenite basalts. These are usa-

ally fine-grained (typically <1 ram) with a general subvariolitic to

variolitic texture, or vitrophyric (e.g., 71157). All type IA basalts

contain olivine and ilrnenite phenocrysts (e.g., 71048). Armalcolite,

where present, forms cores to ilmenite, is partially rimmed by

ilmenite, or is rarely present as discrete grains (up to 0.2 ram; e.g.,

71097). Chromite-ulv6spinel is present either as discrete grains

(0.1-0.3 ram) or as inclusions in olivine (<0.1 ram). All type 1A

basalts contain iimeuites with sawtooth margins, indicative of rapid

crystallization (e.g., [3]). Pink pyroxone prisms (=4).4 ram) and

plagioclase laths (=0.3 ram) are interstitial, sometimes combining to

form "bowtie" textures.

2. Type l B :P lagioclase-poikilitic iimenite basalts. Alltype 1B

basalts are coarse grained (>2 ram), with rare medium-grained

examples (e.g., 74287). However, all are olivine poor. In all cases,

ilmenite has exsolved both uivtspinel and ruffle, which are present as

thin (<0.05 mm wide) lamellae within ilmertite. Armalcolite and

discrete chromite-uiv6spinel (0.2-0.5 mm and 0.1- 0.2 nun respec-

tively),where present, are inclusions in olivine, pyroxene, and/or
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plagioclas& Some armalcolites possess a discontinuous ilmenite

overgrowth. Where olivine is present, k forms cores to larger py-

mxenes or small (up to 0.1 ram) discrete inclusions in plagiolcase. It

is likely that where olivine is absent, it has been totally msorbed and

replaced by pyroxene (e.g., 71047). The petrographicrelationships

within the type 1B basalts indicate that clinopyroxene (e.g., titan-

angite) after olivine. Type IB basalts commordy contain interstitial

SiO2, demonstrating the fracfionated nature of these basalts.

Type 11: Apollo I I, low-K-type basalts. These arc olivine-free

and have medium-grained (generally 1.5 ram), subophidc textures,

similar to the low-K Apollo 11 high-Ti basalts. Subhedral ilmenite is
practically the only opaque phase present; it exhibits smooth grain

boundaries and contains ulv_inel and mille exsolution lamellae

(<0.05 mm wide). Interstitial SiO z is present (up to 0.6 mm). Unlike
the previous groups, type II basalts contain no low-Ca pyroxene.

With regard to mineral species, there is a decrease in modal olivine

fzom type IA through typeIf.limenite, anualco_te, and chromite-

ulv6spineltendtobe presentinsimilarproportionsinboth type IA

and type 1B, but type II basalts contain lower modal abundances of

these elements. As expected, type 1B basalts generally have higher

plagioclase abundances than type 1A; type H basalts have similar

plagiocIase abundances to type lB.

Very-low-Tl Basalts: Wentworth et al. [8] described the pe-

trography of Apollo 17 VLT basalts as being granular to subophitic.

They consist primarily of pyroxene and plagioclase, with minor

olivine and Al-chromite. Pyroxenes range from pigeonite to subcalcic

augite, but the majority have pigeonitic compositions. Plagioclase

ranges from Angs to Ar_ and olivine has a variable composition

(= Fo75_ss).
Whole-Rock Chemistry: Like the Apollo 11 counterparts,

99% of Apollo 17 basalts were originally classified as high Ti [1,7,8],

in that they contain >6 wt% TiO 2, and the remaining 1% are of the

very-low-Ti (VLT) subdivision (e.g., [9,10]). However, Apollo 17

kigh-Ti basalts contain a higher TiO2 content for a given MG#

(Fig.I),suggestinga higherprolxmion of Ti-richminerals in the

sourceregionforApollo 17 high-Timarc basalts.

Earlystudiesof whole-rockchemistry(e.g.,[5,11,12])subdivided

Apollo 17 high-Tibasaltsintothreegroups---A,B, and C. Rhodes ct

al. [12] and Warner et aL [11] recognized that data from coarse-

grained basalts appeared to plot as clouds about the arrays defined by
the fine-grained samples. This scatter was attributed to unrepresen-

tative sampling and were consequen fly classified as "class U" basalts.

It was noted immediately that the three petrographic types did not

correslXmd to the three chemical groups---all three of the former are

present in each of the latter.

Apollo 17 type A basalts contain 50-60% higher incompatible

trace-element abundances than do the type B variants (Fig. 2).

although both possess similar major-element compositions. Neal et

al. [13] demonstrated that the type B division contained two subdivi-

sions (B 1 and B2) on the basis of REE abundances (Fig. 3). Type C

basalts contain higher MgO and Cr203 abtmdmlces than types A, B1,

andB2, but _m_t n otable_ their _u-ichment of Rb over the other
Apollo 17 high-Ti mare basalts (Fig. 4). The type C basahs have

similar incompatiblewace-eiement abundances to thetypeAs.Also,

type C basahscontaindivines of the highest Fo content('Fore)found
atApollo 17, but only five exlunpIes have been descnl_i[ 1 i,i 2, i4],

all fzorn station 4"(Shorty Crater). Ryder [15,16] reported the chem-

istry and petrography of a sample that may be a new variant of Apollo

17 high-Ti basalt (70091,2161), which he classified as type D. This

basalt has lower REE abundances, a deeper Eu anomaly (Fig. 2),
higher MgO and Cr203 abundances, and lower CaO and TiO 2

contents than other Apollo 17 high-Ti hasalts.

Apollo 17 VLT basalts contain <1 wt% TiO 2 and were first

recognized in thin sections from the Apollo 17 deep drill core [9,17],

but have since been found in impact melt rocks [ 18,19] and as basaltic

clasts in breccia 73255 and 72235 [2]. However, understanding these

basalts is difficult due to small sample size--only a few miIligraras

of sample have been analyzed for whole-rock chemistry.

The four samples that have been analyzed demonstrate that the

VLT basalts contain lower REE abundances than their high-Ti

counterparts.In fact, theVLT basalts generally contain lower incom-

patible trace-elementabundances thanthehigh-Ti varieties,but do

have slightlyhigherMG#s (Fig.I).However, the inherentlysmall

sample sizesoftheseVLT basaltsmeans thatinterpretationof whole-

rock chemistrymust proceed withcaution.

IsotopeChemlstry and Age Dating: Thirty-twopublishedRb-

St,Sm-Nd, or 40Ar_39Arageson 17 differentApollo 17 high-Ti ba-

salts have been determined over aperiodfrom 1973 to present. Ages

range from 3.64 Ga to 3.84 Ga, with the eruption ages of each group
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being indistinguishable from each other. However, Paces et al. [20]

suggested that type A basalts were slightly older (3.75 + 0.02 Ga) than

type B (3.69 + 0.02 Ga) on the basis of weighted averages of available

data. The available age data for type C basalts overlap these two

groups and types B1 and B2 are indistinguishable from each other.

An interesting feature of the Apollo 17 high-Ti basalts is thatI(Nd)

ratios are indistinguishable between the various groups, yet I(Sr)

ratios are resolvable between types A, B 1, and C [20]. Type B2 basalts

appear to have evolved by open-system processes as they exhibit a

range in both I(Sr) and I(Nd) [20]. Nyquist et al. [21,22] argued that

the range in Rb/Sr between type B (lowest), through type A, to type

C (highest) was due to varying degrees of partial melting of slightly

heterogeneous sources, with retention of clinopyroxene in the resi-

due. Paces et al. [20] concluded that the Rb/Sr and Sr isotopic

heterogeneities were formed at 4.1 Ga by metasomatic processes and

elinopyroxene was exhausted dm'ing Apollo 17 high-Ti magma

genesis. Whatever the process, it is clear that a three-stage model is

required to explaha the Rb-Sr systematics.
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Petrogenests: Rhodesetal. [12] mdWnmeretal. [ll]demon-

strated that the type A basalts evolved by dosed-system fractional

crystallization and proposed that, due to variations of La/Sm ratio,

type B basalts could be modeled by varying the degree of partial

melting of the source. With the identification of type BI and B2

basalts [13], it was recognized that on the basis of major and trace

elements, both groups could be generated by closed-system fractional

crystallization. However, the isotopic study of Paces et ai. [20] dem-

onstrated the validity of such a model for the type B 1 kigh-Ti basalts,
but identified open-system behavior of the type B2s. Neal et al.

[13] also successfully quantified a closed-system fractional crystalli-

zation model to the type A basaks. Only five basalts comprise the type

C grouping, making quantitative petrogenetic interpretation impos-

sible. Also, the small number of samples and small sample size of the

type D and VLT basalts preclude definitive petrogenetic interpreta-
tion.

Source Modefing: Apollo 17 high-Ti mare basalts. Source

models proposed for these basalts can be divided into those involving

(1) early-stage LMO cumulates, (2) late-stage LMO cumulates, and
(3) hybridized sources. Isotopic and experimental studies have dem-

onstrated the presence of ilmenite and c]inopyroxene in the source
region of high-Ti basalts (late-stage LMO cumulates), and the

relatively high MG# of these basalts (Fig. 1) reXluires olivine and/or

orthopyroxene (early LMO cumulates). Hughes et al. [23] suggested

convective overturn of the LMO cumulate pile in order to account for

the chemical composition of the Apollo 17 high-Ti basalt source.

Spera [24] stated that LMO-wide overturn was possible, but Snyder
et al. [25] considered that the overturn may have been more localized.

There are two points of contention about the high-Ti source: (1) Is
ilmenite exhausted during partial melting? (2) Is plagioclase in the

source?

Apollo 17 VLT mare basalts. Source modeling of the VLT

basalts was undertaken by Wentworth et al. [10], who demonstrated

that the observed VLT composition could be produced by a 1-2%

partial melting of a 90% olivine, 10% orthopyroxene cumulate,

assuming thatthissourcecaystallizedfrom a LMO with a fiatREE

profile.These authorsfurthersuggestedthatifthiscumulate source

formed from a magma with a fractionatedREE pattern[e.g.,(I.a/

Lu)_ = 2],the VLT basaltREE patterncould be generatedby ==4%

partialmelting of 70% olivine,30% orthopyroxene sourcemineral-

ogy.

Summary: Two typesof mare basaltwere returnedfrom the

Apollo 17 site:(I)thecommordy foundhigh-Tivarietyand (2)therare

VLT basalts.The high-Tibasaltswere most probablyderivedfrom a

heterogeneoushybridsourceofearlyand late-stageLMO cumulates.

Four,possiblyfive,groups of basaltswere erupted.At leasttwo of

thesegroupsevolvedthroughclosed-systemfractionalc_ystallization

and atleastone group underwent open-system evolution.Types A,

B i,and B2 appeartobe presentfrom allovertheTaurus-Littrowsite,

whereas typeCs areonly found atstation4 (ShortyCrater)and the

extentof thetypeDs isnot known.
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Detailed study of mare basalts and volcanic glasses is critical in

our understanding of the lunar mantle because, as yet, no •made

xenoliths have been recognized in the current collection. Primitive

endmemb&, volcanic lunar glass compositions can be considered

primary mantle melts because of their glassy, uncrystallized nature,

and analyses of such sampl.es yielded important information regard-

hag the mantle source (e.g., [1-3]). The fact that no relationship

between the glasses and the crystalline mare baselts has been

established suggests that the basalts were derived from a separate
source and therefore have the potential to yield further critical

information regarding the lunar mantle. By understanding the pro-

cesses that have oeemred during post-magma-generation evolution,

parentalor possiblyprimary compositions can be highlighted for
further study, possibly leading to source evaluation. However, where

it is demonstrable that the composition chosen as the parental/

"primary" melt has experienced some post-magma-generation evoh-
tion (i.e., avitropbyreconminln 8olivinefdmenite/cknmfite-ulv6spinel

phenocrysts), this composition cannot be used for direct calculation of

amantle source. In this case, incompatible trace-element ratios can be
utilized m remove the effects of fractional crystallization and allow an

evaluation of the source region (e.g., [4,5]).

Apollo 17 Source Modeling: The source composition and

location of Apollo 17 high-Ti mare basalts has been under debate for

many years and several models have been proposed. The one unifying

theme of 99% of these models is that they require a marie, cumulate
mantle source. This iswhere the similarity ends! Models for titanif-

erous basalt petrogenesis include those requiring early LMO cumu-

lates of olivine and opx [6], late-stage cumulates [4,7-9], to those

requiring a mixture of early and late-stage cumulates [10-15] or

hybrid sources [3,16]. Experimental evidence puts the depth of origin

of the Apollo 17 high-Ti mare baselts at between 200 and 400 km

([17]; source dominated by olivine and low-Ca pyroxene with il-

menite) to _<150 km [10--12]. The degree of partial melting ranges

from 5% to 20%. It is generally agreed that a Fe-Ti oxide mineral is

required in the source of Apollo 17 high-Ti mare baselts.

Determination of the depth of origin is critical in understanding

the composition, stratigraphy, and dynamies of the lunar mantle. For

example, at depths exceeding 300-350 Inn within the Moon, the

source for the high-Ti baselts would be eclogitie [18] and such a

source would not yield the inherently LREE-depleted signature of the

Apollo 17 high-Ti mm-e basalts. Therefore, depths must be shallower

than 300 km. Furthermore, there are two points of contention in

defining the source regions of Apollo 17 high-Timare basalts: (1)Was
ilmenite exhausted or retained in the residue? (2) Was plagioelase

present in the source? Shih et el. [13] proposed a source composition
of olivine + elinopyroxene + ilmenite + plagioclase, all of which were

retained in the source. On the basis of experimental evidence, Walker

et el. [10,11], suggest that ilmenite remains in the residue, and

plagioclase, if present, would be exhausted; conversely, Green et el.

[17] demonstrate that ilmenite would be exhausted and suggests

phgioclase was never present. Hughes et al. [3] conclude that both
ilmenite and plagioclase are exhausted from their modeled source

composition. Clearly, the nature of the Apollo 17 high-Ti mare basalt

source region composition is far from resolved, and the situation is

complicated by the recognition of four, poss_ly five, separate magma

types: A, B1,B2, C, andD [19-23].

Recognizing the Apollo 17 Hlgh-TI Mare Basalt Source Re-
gion Components: The purpose of this abstractis to useincompat-

_le u-ace-element ratius to evaluate the naua'e of the source regions

of Apollo 17 type A, B1, B2, and possibly C high-Ti basalts in an

attempt to answer the two questions posed above. A database of

practically ell analyzed Apollo 17 baselts was assembled and the

nature of any potential fractionating assemblage evaluated using

petrographic observations, coupled with the MAGMAFOX program

of Longhi [24]. Samples chosen for processing by the MAGMAFOX

program were either free grained or vitv3phyric. The results demon-
strate a fractionating sequence dominated by ehromite-ulvSspinel,

olivine, ilmenite, and pyroxene (low and high Ca). Plagioclase

bexa2_es a liquidusphase only after =55% crystallization. As demon-
strated by Neel et al. [21], over 98% of ell types A,B 1, and B2 can be

modeled by 40% elosed-systernfractional crystallizationof olivine,

chromite-ulv6spinel, armelcolite, ilmenite, and augite. This assem-

blage is generally supported by the MAGMAFOX program, except

for armalcolite (celculate.,das ilrnenite), and the program resultsalso

include pigeonite. Therefore, because plagioclase is not part of the

fractionatlng assemblage, Sm and Eu can be considered as ineompat-

_le elements, as are La, Yb, and Hf. Although ilmenite is fraetiouat-

ing, the Hferystal/liquld partition coefficient foriimeniteis =0.4 [25].

As part of this study, the Yb/Hf ratio is used because although both

are incompatible (i.e., Kd < 1), these dements will have approxi-

mately the same partitioncoefficient value in the fractionating

assemblage describedabove. Significantchanges in thisratiowill
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